
 

Dear Parishioners: 

   Vanity of vanities, … all things are vanity (cf. Ecc. 1:2). The dictionary defines vanity as inflated pride in oneself or one’s 

appearance; It comes from Latin vānitāt-, vānitās "emptiness, lack of judgment, foolish pride," from vānus "empty, lacking 

content.” That about sums it up. Part of the problem with vanity is one’s tendency to look good to others by puffing  

ourselves up without a legitimate reason. We should remember that empty vessels make the most noise. 

God told Samuel to go to Jesse’s house to anoint the new king. Samuel looked at the sons and thought that the strongest, 

tallest, etc. son would be chosen. But God told Samuel, Do not look at his appearance or on the height of his stature for  

I have rejected him; for the LORD does not see as mortals see; they look on the outward appearance; but the LORD looks 

on the heart (1 Samuel, 16:7).  

   In our Gospel today we see a man who thought everything was going well because he had enough of the stuff of the 

world — eat, drink and be merry. There does not appear to be any sin in what the man did, but his confidence was in human 

accomplishments, rather than the mercy of God. Our Church’s Catechism deals with an aspect of vanity, covetous desires 

in sections 2535-2540, well worth study and prayer. 

   We need to focus on living a life of virtue.  Just to the left is one way of focusing on virtue. For each virtue is the  

perversion either by deficit or excess. On the excess side we can see how a virtue exaggerated becomes a vice even though 

there is a shadow of the virtue.  

   At different times during this sojourn on earth  

we may find ourselves moving from ambition to con-

tentment — bewilderment to trust — fear to courage — 

injustice to generosity — pride to humility — sadness  

to joy — self-hate to self-love — self-reliance to  

prayer — temptation to perseverance — uncertainty  

to wisdom and much more. We are not static rock but 

living, growing persons striving to remain on the road 

less traveled. 

   We must learn how to build the habit of living  

a virtuous life. It is not always easy to live virtue since  

it requires that we surrender our wills to the love and justice of God and not our own.  

   At our baptism God our Father infused the virtues of faith, hope, and love into our souls. In addition, he generously  

showers us with his sanctifying grace [Love] so we can put these virtues into practical action. These theological virtues help 

us to recognize the Cardinal virtues of prudence, justice, fortitude, and temperance. These moral virtues guide you and me 

in our dealings with others and ourselves in day to day living.  

   Virtue and character are foundational to the making of a woman or man. No one can become an example of the heart of 

Jesus without virtue and character. That being said, it also true we all fall short of the ideal. God’s merciful heart offers  

forgiveness and restoration through holy Mass and confession. When we are forgiven and restored, we incur a  

responsibility to amend our lives, change our behavior, do things differently.  

   For us to give a sincere gift of self we must be a man or woman of character and virtue. Virtue is power to direct our  

actions to the good of others and self. Character [which can be bad character] tends to focus a bit more on the secular side 

but none-the-less is very important for us to build.  

   Let us spend some time with the person we see in the mirror and pray about which virtue or character trait we need to 

work on this week. It might just bring a greater tranquility into our lives and the lives of those we love. 

  

  Pace – bene, 

A Letter From Our Pastor…  


